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Abstract—Emerging non-volatile memory (NVM) technolo-
gies are expected to revolutionize storage systems by providing
cheap, persistent and fast data accesses through memory bus
interface. In oder to fully exploit NVM, many in-memory
file systems are proposed to achieve excellent performance
and strong consistency. Besides, to mitigate the read-write
asymmetric problem of NVM, many optimization strategies are
designed to hide the long write latency to NVM in critical path
of file operations, such as path resolution. However, we find that
the index structure of state-of-the-art in-memory file systems
cannot provide fast read performance in various use scenarios.

In this paper, we propose Adaptive File Page Table (AFPT),
a novel index scheme that combines software search and MMU
mapping to provide excellent read performance for different
workloads. For small requests, software search routines are
used to locate data pages by traversing the file index structure.
For large requests, we allocate a continuous address space and
build file page table to utilize hardware MMU for address
translation. A Cost Model is proposed to determine when to
build page table for a file. This model is 1.38-competitive
against optimal solution. We implement AFPT in PMFS and
NOVA and evaluate the performance with micro-benchmarks
and application workloads. The experimental results show that
AFPT improves file system performance by up to 55.62% and
41.78% for NOVA and PMFS, respectively.

Index Terms—In-Memory File System, File Page Table,
Virtual Address Space, Performance Optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Emerging byte-addressable, fast non-volatile memory (N-
VM) technologies, such as PCM [1]–[3], ReRAM [4]–[6],
memristor [7]–[9] are promised to revolutionize storage sys-
tem by providing persistent and instant accesses to storage-
class memory systems. Since NVMs can be directly attached
to memory bus and accessed by CPU through load/store
instructions, many approaches are proposed to integrate
NVMs into existing software stack [10]–[13].

In order to fully exploit NVM potential, state-of-the-art
in-memory file systems, such as PMFS [14], SIMFS [15],
NOVA [16] and BPFS [17], are designed and optimized
to achieve excellent performance and provide consistency
guarantees. Besides, the asymmetric read-write performance
of NVM calls for optimization strategies in critical path of
file operations, such as write and path name resolution [18].
Previous research efforts are based on the fact the NVM has
longer write latency and has similar read latency compared
with DRAM. Thus, many optimization techniques are pro-
posed to hide the long latency of NVM write [18], [19],
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and few efforts are devoted to optimize read performance of
in-memory file systems.

Unfortunately, we find that searching file index structure
by software routines leads to suboptimal read performance.
For in-memory file systems, software overhead of traversing
the file index to locate data pages is identified as the dominat-
ing bottleneck for performance improvement. Even though
SIMFS [15] and SCMFS [20] demonstrates the advantages
of using MMU along with file page table and virtual address
space to speedup address translation, file page table is not
efficiently utilized by state-of-the-art in-memory file systems.
On one hand, SIMFS builds file page table for all files,
not considering file size and access pattern. Thus, SIMFS
exhibits considerable space and runtime overhead for small
files [21]. On the other hand, NOVA and PMFS does not
utilize file page table concept for large files, which leads to
slower read performance than SIMFS [15].

The problem lies in the fact that fixed index structure
cannot meet the demands of various workloads. To address
this problem, we propose Adaptive File Page Table (AFPT),
a novel index scheme for in-memory file systems. The goal
of AFPT is to combine software search and file page table
to provide fast read speed in various use cases, regardless of
access pattern. Specifically, AFPT keeps track of file access
pattern using history information and utilizes a pre-defined
threshold to determine whether to build file page table. For
small requests, software search routine is used to locate
data pages. When the access size exceeds the threshold, a
continuous address space is allocated and file page table
is used to serve incoming requests. We build a cost model
to determine the appropriate threshold according to system
state. We implement AFPT in PMFS and NOVA, extensive
experiments show that AFPT can improve performance by
up to 55.62%.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We reveal the inefficiency problem of file index struc-

ture of state-of-the-art in-memory file systems. Based on
our experimental results, we find that software search
routines are effective for small requests and MMU is
efficient for large data accesses.

• We propose a method to identify access pattern of files.
By consulting access history, we get the total amount
of accessed data and whether a file is one-shot access
or continuous access.

• We propose Adaptive Switching Algorithm to dynami-
cally switching between software search and file page
table according to file access pattern.

• We build a Cost Model to efficiently determine threshold
used in Adaptive Switching Algorithm. This model can
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achieve 1.38-competitiveness against optimal solution.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section II presents background and discusses challenges
of index structure of in-memory file systems. Section III
presents our detailed design of AFPT. Section IV presents
the evaluation results of AFPT. We discuss related work in
Section V and this paper is concluded in Section VI.

II. BACKGROUND & MOTIVATION

In this section, we first present the system architecture
of in-memory file system. Then we discuss the file index
structure commonly used to organize file data blocks. Finally,
we describe the challenges of current file index structure
design.

A. System Architecture for In-Memory File System

Most in-memory file systems are designed to take the byte-
addressability of NVM. NVM can be directly attached to
memory bus and CPU can access NVM through load/store
instructions. Due to the limited write endurance of NVM,
the system can deploy DRAM alongside with NVM to form
a unified address space.

Fig. 1: Architecture overview of block device based file
system and in-memory file system.

Figure 1 shows the architectural overview of in-memory
file system and traditional block device based file systems.
Applications issue file I/O operations to Virtual File System
VFS) through system call interfaces. The VFS propagates the
I/O requests to the underlying file systems. For block device
based file system, the I/O requests traverse block layer, I/O
scheduler and device driver before reaching block devices
(disks). On the other hand, for in-memory file system, the
software stack is significantly shortened. In-memory file
system can directly copy contents between user buffer and
NVM.

Compared with traditional block based file system, the
software stack of in-memory file system may impose more
overhead to the system performance. Because the access
latency of block device is three orders of magnitude slower
than that of NVM. Thus, many optimization strategies are
proposed to hide the latency in the critical path of in-memory
file systems [18], [19].

B. File Index Structures of In-Memory File System

File index structure is of great importance for in-memory
file system. Since each I/O request needs to consult the
index structure to copy contents to/from NVM. Accessing
NVM and transferring data is fast. The efficiency of index
structure can significantly affect file system performance
exposed to users. Most of in-memory file systems adopt
tree-like structures for file index. For example, PMFS [14],
NOVA [16] and HiNFS [19] use B-Tree. SIMFS [15] uses
page table, which is radix tree by nature. PRAMFS [22], a
small in-memory file system for embedded system, utilizes
two-dimensional arrays for index structure.

These index structures differ significantly in how the
indexes are traversed to get the contents of file data. We
category the file index structure into two types: software
search and MMU mapping.

Software Search. In this approach, the data blocks of a
file are accessed one by one. For example, to access data
blocks stored in a typical B-Tree. The root node of the tree
stores many pointers to data blocks. Software routines must
get the first pointer and copy the contents to user buffer
and then fetch the next pointer and copy the contents. When
accessing large file, the overhead of software search can be
the bottleneck for performance improvement.

MMU Mapping. MMU is designed to accelerate address
translation in operating system. The virtual address space
of process is associated with page table to enable virtual
memory and isolation. MMU is involved in each address
access to get the physical location of virtual address. If
file index mimics the structure of page table. MMU can be
exploited to fast traverse page table and locate data blocks.
In order to use MMU, a file virtual address space is required.
SCMFS [20] and SIMFS [15] take advantages of virtual
address and file page table to achieve excellent performance.

C. Challenges for File Index Structure Design

Both SCMFS [20] and SIMFS [15] demonstrate the ad-
vantages of using MMU mapping. The essential step of using
MMU is to allocate virtual address space and build file page
table for the associated virtual address. However, building file
page table comes with certain cost, especially for small files.
In this section, we analyze the pros and cons of building file
page table and discuss how to optimize the index structure
to achieve stable performance in all use cases.

Due to lack of source code of SIMFS, we implement file
page table and virtual address space concept in PMFS. The
B-Tree structure in PMFS uses 4 KB blocks, which can also
be used to construct page table entries for a specific virtual
memory area.

We first present the overhead breakdown of read operations
when different approaches (software search and file page
table) are used for data blocks lookup. For software search,
the overhead consists of three parts: system call, software
search and memcpy. For file page table, the overhead consists
of system call, building page table and memcpy.

Based on the results of figure 2 and figure 3, we can get
the following conclusions:

1) For both approaches, the time for reading/memcpy
increases as the request size grows.
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Fig. 2: Execution time breakdown of software search when
reading different amount of data.
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Fig. 3: Execution time breakdown of file page table when
reading different amount of data.

2) The system call imposes considerable overhead for
small requests (less than 16KB), which can reach up
to more than 90% in both cases.

3) For small request sizes, the time for building page table
is larger than that of software search. The overhead of
building page table decreases as the request size grows.

Based on the above analysis, we argue that it is necessary
to design an efficient policy to take full advantages of file
page table and software search. The policy should take into
account the file size and request size.

III. AFPT DESIGN

We design an adaptive switching scheme that aims to
combine software search and file page table to provide fast
file accesses in various use cases. The proposed strategy is
called Adaptive File Page Table (AFPT). In this section, we
first present design overview of AFPT. Then we discuss in
detail the major concepts of AFPT.

A. Overview

The design of the proposed Adaptive File Page Table
scheme is based on three observations:

1) Software search is efficient for small requests, while
file page table is efficient for large requests.

2) Efficiency is closely related to file access pattern.
Specifically, continuous access to the same file benefits
most with file page table and virtual address space than
one-shot access.

3) How and when to build file page table should be
determined by system state. It is necessary to build
a cost model to make intelligent decision.

Fig. 4: Overview of Adaptive File Page Table (AFPT).

Figure 4 shows the overview of AFPT. We make the
following design decisions:

Keep track of access pattern for every opened file. The
benefit for building file page table varies with file size and
file access patterns. On one hand, the file size can provide
immediate hint on whether it is worthwhile to build file page
table. For example, if a file is small, the overhead of building
page table can dominate the performance overhead. On the
other hand, file access frequency and total request size are
more accurate to model the access pattern. For example,
if a big file is opened but only the first page is read and
closed, i.e., one-shot access. There is no need to build file
page table. In a typical map-reduce workload, the input data
is divided into 64 MB or 128MB blocks by HDFS and
stored in local file systems. For such workloads, the whole
file is continuously accessed and it can benefit from MMU
mapping.

The access pattern of a file is updated in DRAM and it
is written back to NVM when the file is closed. We assume
the access pattern of a file is stable once it’s identified. The
access pattern does not require strong consistency, if it is lost
in case of system crash, it can be rebuilt by history access
information.

Combine software search and file page table. As
discussed in Section II, software search and file page table
both bear pros and cons. Neither approaches are efficient for
all use scenarios. Thus, we use software search as default
scheme and build file page table when continuous pattern is
detected.

Build a cost model to determine when to build file page
table. One challenge of combining software search and file
page table is to determine which files and when to build
file page table. If a file is accessed only a few pages, the
overhead of building file page table may offset the benefit
of using MMU and virtual address space. Thus, we build a
cost model to determine the condition for building file page
table.

B. Access Pattern Identification

In this section, we propose a scheme to identify file
access pattern based on request history window. The essential
concept is to record consecutive requests information, such
as operation type, file offset and request size. If a read/write
request is followed immediately by a close request, this file
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is characterized as One-Shot Access. Otherwise, if many data
pages are accessed before close, this file is characterized as
Continuous Access.

We then discuss in detail how access pattern is identified.
We propose an algorithm, called Access Pattern Identifi-
cation (API) Algorithm to determine it. A file request is
represented by type, offset and size pair, it is denoted by
R(op, offset, size). The op of a request can be read, write
and close.

Algorithm III.1 API Algorithm
Input: R: an incoming request; T : threshold of data pages to determine

whether a file has continuous access pattern; Ntotal: the total number
of pages a file has been accessed before close.

Output: Access pattern of a file.

1: Pattern← Unkown.
2: if R.op == close then
3: if Ntotal < T then
4: Pattern← One-Shot Access.
5: else
6: Pattern← Continuous Access.
7: end if
8: end if
9: if R.op == read OR R.op == write then

10: Ntotal ← Ntotal +
R.size

PAGE SIZE
11: if Ntotal > T then
12: Pattern← Continuous Access.
13: end if
14: end if
15: return Pattern.

Algorithm III.1 works by checking the total number of
accessed pages (Ntotal) before close operation. If Ntotal is
less than T , the file has One-Shot Access pattern. Otherwise,
the file has Continuous Access pattern. In line 10, we
calculate the total number of pages of request R by dividing
request size. Note that we use total number of pages rather
than total amount of accessed data as threshold, because
each individual page needs to be searched by software
routine from file index. We discuss how the threshold T is
determined in Section III-D.

To improve the accuracy of access pattern identification
and prediction, some intelligent algorithms can be utilized,
such as neural networks and genetic algorithm [23]–[26], we
plan to further improve the algorithm in our future work.

C. Adaptive Switching Between Software Search and File
Page Table

In this section, we first present the structure change in
inode in order to support two approaches for data access-
es. Then, we discuss the algorithm for switching between
software search and file page table.

To support adaptive switching between software search
and MMU mapping, we add another pointer in inode to
indicate whether a virtual address space is assigned to a file.
The resulting structure of inode is depicted in figure 5.

In figure 5, the inode contains two pointers for file
accesses. The default one is the pointer to the root node of file
index tree. The file contents can be accessed by conventional
software search routines. That is, to traverse the tree and copy
contents from data blocks one by one. There is a new pointer,
VA, which points to file page table. The page table entries
are constructed with file data blocks. In this way, subsequent
accesses to the file virtual address can be instantly served by
MMU.

 

    

Index Treeinode

    

File Page Table

root

VA

Index Node

Data Blocks

Software

Search

MMU Mapping

Fig. 5: Structure of inode when applying adaptive file page
table scheme.

File page table can provide fast read/write performance.
There is no page fault when reading file contents, since all
the pages are pre-fault-in. Note that the data blocks are same
in both the file index tree and file page table. There is no
overhead of duplicating file data blocks. The physical address
of data blocks are used to build page table. That is, the last
level page table (PTE) contains pointers to data blocks. The
same blocks appear in both index tree and file page table.
The virtual address space and file page table just provides a
new route for data accesses.

To support file growth, the virtual address space is allocat-
ed two times larger than the actual file size. If write requests
are issued to the file and new data blocks are allocated. The
new blocks are inserted to both the file index tree and file
page table. When the file is closed, the virtual address space
and file page table is released so that other processes can
reuse the virtual address space.

The virtual address is not stored in NVM for two reasons.
First, it occupies extra NVM space to store the file page table.
Second, the virtual address space is dynamically allocated
from operating system, the same address is not guaranteed
to be valid after system reboot. Thus, we always allocate
new virtual address space when it is determined that the file
is about to build file page table.

We propose a strategy called Adaptive Switching (AS) to
build file page table when required. Adaptive Switching Strat-
egy tolerates limited number of software search operations to
reduce the cost of building file page table.

Algorithm III.2 shows the major steps of Adaptive Switch-
ing Strategy. For each opened file, we keep a counter to
indicate the total number of pages that are accessed by
software search. If the counter is smaller than a pre-defined
threshold T , file I/O requests are served by software search.
On the other hand, once the counter exceeds the threshold,
we allocate a virtual address space and build file page table
for that file. The subsequent I/O requests are served by MMU
mapping.
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Algorithm III.2 Adaptive Switching Algorithm
Input: F : the accessed file; N : the total number of pages that are accessed

by software search; T : the threshold for building file page table. R:
request to file F .

Output: The desired access approach for file F .

1: if N is smaller than threshold T then
2: N ← N + 1.
3: Serve request R by software search routines.
4: else
5: Allocate virtual address space and build file page table for file F .
6: Serve request R by virtual address space.
7: end if

Note that the two schemes can work seamlessly to serve
I/O requests. Because once virtual address space is built, the
target blocks can be calculated by simply adding the request
offset to the beginning virtual address.

As discussed in Section III-A, file page table is not the
default method for file operations. Instead, we allocate virtual
address space and build file page table only when certain
conditions are met, such as the file has continuous access
pattern and request size is large so that it is worthwhile to
build file page table. It is straightforward to check the file
size to decide whether it is necessary to build file page table.
However, the decision of when and whether to build file
page table by access pattern is particularly challenging, as
it is unknown whether a file is to be accessed again after
building file page table with considerable cost. To address
this challenge, we propose a cost model to decide when to
build file page table.

D. Cost Model

We propose a (1+ε)-competitive cost model to determine
the threshold T used in Algorithm III.1 and Algorithm III.2.
The cost model considers the cost for building file page table
and the cost for software searching. ε is a small constant. We
prove that in a given system, the cost model can achieve near
optimal result. The goal of the cost model is to gain benefit
from file operations that are served by software search at
most T times.

We first present some notations used in the cost model.
The cost for build file page table is denoted by Cbt, which
includes the costs for allocating free blocks, allocating virtual
address space and inserting pages to page table entries. The
cost for software search is denoted by Csw. The cost for
MMU mapping is denoted by Cmmu.

We then give the detailed steps for building the cost model.
First, to gain benefit by directly serving I/O requests using

software search, the accumulated cost of software searching
T pages should satisfy

T × Csw ≤ Cbt. (1)

Second, the accumulated cost should not exceed the cost
of building file page table. Thus,

Cbt ≤ (T + 1)× Csw. (2)

Third, we analyze the impact of threshold T on the
proposed Adaptive Switching Strategy. Since requests are
initially served by software search, the cost of total file
accesses can be represented as follows:

Ctotal =

{
Csw × i, i ≤ T
Csw × T + Cbt + Cmmu × (i− T ), i > T.

(3)
where i is the total number of pages that the file has been

accessed.
Now let us analyze the ideal solution for the two cases in

equation 3. On one hand, if eventually i ≤ T , the optimal
approach to serve I/O requests is to use software search to
find the total i file pages. On the other hand, if eventually
i > T , the optimal approach should build file page table for
the first I/O request. Thus, we get the cost of the optimal
approach:

Coptimal =

{
Csw × i, i ≤ T
Cbt + Cmmu × i, i > T.

(4)

According to equations (3) and (4), the proposed Adaptive
Switching Strategy can achieve optimal cost when i ≤ T .
When i > T , the ratio R of the solution generated by
adaptive switching strategy against the optimal strategy is

R =
Csw × T + Cbt + Cmmu × (i− T )

Cbt + Cmmu × i

= 1 +
Csw − Cmmu

Cbt + Cmmu × i
× T.

(5)

Thus, competitiveness ratio R is a monotone decreasing
function of i. The minimum value of i in equation (5) is
T + 1, since i > T and i must be integer. Therefore, the
worst case is a request accesses T + 1 blocks of a file. The
cost of the worst case is Csw × T + Cbt + Cmmu. Hence,

ε =
Csw − Cmmu

Cbt + Cmmu × (T + 1)
× T. (6)

In a given storage system, ε is uniquely determined by
Csw, Cmmu and Cbt, which means ε is constant. For different
CPU architecture and hardware platform, these values may
vary. For example, in our experiment, we estimated that the
cost of building a page table entry is 21600 ns, and reading
a page by MMU takes 800 ns while software search takes
1800 ns. i.e., Cbt = 21600, Csw = 1800 and Cmmu = 800.
According to equation (1), the threshold T is set to 12. Using
equation ( 6), we can get the ε is 0.38. Thus, the adaptive
switching strategy can is 1.38-competitive against the optimal
approach.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of Adaptive
File Page Table (AFPT) and answer the following two
questions.

• How does AFPT perform against state-of-the-art index
structure of in-memory file systems.

• How does AFPT behave in real-world applications and
enterprise workloads.

We first describe the experimental setup and then evaluate
AFPT with micro-benchmarks and application workloads.
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Fig. 6: Performance comparison of PMFS and NOVA when using standard file index structure and AFPT strategy.

A. Experimental Setup

We have implemented AFPT in PMFS [14] and NO-
VA [16] in linux kernel 4.4.4. The index structure (B-Tree)
of PMFS and NOVA is extended with file page table. We add
a new pointer in inode to indicate whether file page table and
virtual address space is allocated for a file. The access pattern
information is tracked and updated in each file operation.

The experiments are conducted on a 4-Core PC with Intel
Core i5-7500@3.40GHZ CPU. The platform is equipped
with 64GB DDR4 memory. The reported memory bandwidth
by STREAM [27] benchmark is 13.5GB/s. We use Persis-
tent Memory Development Kit [28] to emulate a persistent
memory device and mount PMFS and NOVA on it. The
threshold for building file page table is set to 12 as discussed
in Section III-D. That is, once more than 48KB blocks of a
file have been continuously accessed, we build a file page
table for that file.

In the experiments, the original PMFS and NOVA is
denoted by PMFS-Std and NOVA-Std. The file systems with
AFPT strategy applied is called PMFS/NOVA-AFPT.

B. Micro-Benchmarks

We use FIO [29] to evaluate read and random read
performance. The file size is 4GB. The block size varies
from 1KB to 2MB. To avoid build file page table for small
requests, we modify FIO so that a file is closed after each
read operation. Thus, for block size which is less than 48KB,
conventional software search routine is used.

Figure 6 shows the throughput of sequential and random
read performance of NOVA and PMFS when using the
default B-Tree index and AFPT strategy. We can get the
following conclusions.

First, AFPT has similar performance with the standard B-
Tree index for small requests. This is AFPT falls back to
the conventional software routines for file operation when
the request size is less than 48KB. For both PMFS and
NOVA, the performance degradation caused by access pattern
identification is less than 2% for small block sizes. This is
because only limited information is recorded in each file
operation, as discussed in Section III-B. In other words, small
requests can reflect the overhead of AFPT and the result
shows that it is negligible.

Second, AFPT can accelerate read and random read perfor-
mance for large data accesses. The improvement for PMFS
and NOVA can reach up to 21.15% and 19.34%, respectively.
When request size exceeds 48KB, file page table is built

and the read operations are served by continuous virtual
address space, which is efficient for both read and random
read operations. For random read, the address of the desired
file data page can be calculated by simply adding the offset to
the file virtual address space. In this way, no software search
is involved and software overhead can be totally avoided.

C. Macro-Benchmarks

We use four Filebench [30] workloads, including fileserv-
er, webproxy, webserver and varmail, to evaluate how AFPT
behave when running real-world applications. Table I lists
the characteristics of the selected benchmarks. They have
different read/write ratio and access pattern. We test two
different configuration of workloads by using small and large
I/O sizes. For small I/O size, the file page table is not built
until the a file is accessed many times to reach the threshold.
For large I/O size, the file page table is built when the
file is accessed for the first time. We run each workload
configuration for 5 times and report the average throughput
results.

TABLE I: Workload characteristics.

Workload Average I/O Size # of Threads R/W Ratiofile size (Small/Large)
Fileserver 512KB 16KB/64KB 50 1:2
Webproxy 64KB 16KB/1MB 50 5:1
Webserver 256KB 8KB/1MB 50 10:1

Varmail 128KB 16KB/1MB 50 1:1

Figure 7 shows the throughput of Filebench workloads,
when issuing small and large I/O to PMFS and NOVA.
We can ge the following conclusions. First, AFPT strategy
outperforms the standard file index for both file systems and
AFPT is especially efficient for read-intensive workloads,
such as webproxy and webserver. Second, AFPT is more
efficient for large I/O requests than small I/O requests. This
is because some small I/O requests have to be served by
software search routines before using file page table. While
large I/O can trigger file page table when it is issued for the
first time. The performance improvement of AFPT against
the B-Tree file index can be up to 55.62% for NOVA and
41.78% for PMFS.

Fileserver and varmail are write-intensive workloads. AF-
PT strategy can improve performance by up to 25.12% for
NOVA. The improvement for PMFS in varmail workload is
only 3.24%, this is because varmail scatters many files in
large directory, PMFS suffers from poor directory operations.
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Fig. 7: Filebench throughput with different I/O size when PMFS and NOVA using default file index and AFPT.

The major bottleneck for PMFS in varmail workload is
metadata operation.

Webserver and webproxy are read-intensive workloads.
AFPT demonstrates significant performance improvement.
Since webserver involves little directory operations, PMFS
can achieve up to 41.78% speedup. However, for webproxy
workload, PMFS suffers from directory lookup inefficiency
and has limited improvement.

D. Enterprise Workloads

We select several workload traces from Microsoft data
center [21], [31] and evaluate how the proposed AFPT
scheme can improve the performance of typical enterprise
workloads. Table II lists the description of the workloads.

TABLE II: Enterprise workloads description.

Workload R/W Ratio Total Request Size Description
hm 4:1 10GB Hardware monitor.
mds 1:4 20GB Metadata server.
prn 5:1 20GB Printer server.

rsrch 1:6 15GB Research server.
web 8:1 30GB Webserver.

We replay the workload traces by issuing I/O requests ac-
cording to the request sequence. Operations per second (Ops)
is used to evaluate the performance when using different file
systems.

Table III and Figure 8 show the performance of enterprise
workloads when using different file system index schemes.
The results show that AFPT scheme can better improve
read-intensive workloads, such as hm, prn and web. The
improvement over the standard software search scheme can
be up to 37.45% for NOVA and 44.93% for PMFS. For write-
intensive workload rsrch, the improvement is around 4% for
both file systems. This is because rsrch has multiple small
write requests, which limits the potential of file page table.

TABLE III: Performance (Ops) of enterprise workloads when
using different index schemes.

Workload Strategy Imprv. Strategy Imprv.
NOVA NOVA PMFS PMFS

-Std -AFPT -Std -AFPT
hm 89430 107463 20.16% 78547 89197 13.56%
mds 76341 88951 16.52% 84276 95907 13.80%
prn 82127 99215 20.81% 67239 89021 32.39%

rsrch 43087 44816 4.01% 30982 32186 3.89%
web 109821 150945 37.45% 98351 142543 44.93%
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Fig. 8: Performance comparison of enterprise workloads
when PMFS and NOVA use the standard index scheme and
the proposed AFPT scheme.

Since enterprise workloads are mixed with read and write
requests, the proposed Adaptive File Page Table scheme can
be utilized to improve the overall performance.

E. Application Workloads

We select some application workloads to test how the
proposed AFPT scheme behave when running real-world
applications, such as MapReuce, Key-Value Storage and
Relational Database. Table IV shows the characteristics of
the applications.
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TABLE IV: Application workloads characteristics.

Application Total Data Size Description
WordCount 25GB Count the words of wiki pages using mapreduce library.

TeraSort 30GB Sort randomly-generated numbers using mapreduce library.
RocksDB 30GB Put and Get value to a KV database.

SQLite 20GB Insert and query to a relational database.
Kernel-Make 10GB Compile the Linux kernel source files.
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Fig. 9: Performance comparison of application workloads
when PMFS and NOVA use the standard index scheme and
the proposed AFPT scheme.

Figure 9 shows the normalized performance of PMFS and
NOVA when using different index schemes. We can get the
following conclusions.

For MapReduce workloads (WordCount and TeraSort),
the AFPT scheme can improve performance by up to 40%.
This is because mapreduce workloads needs to read large
data blocks continuously. The sequential access pattern can
benefit most from file page table index structure.

For Key-Value and relational database workloads, we
carry out large number of queries after inserting data into
the database. The AFPT scheme can improve the query
performance by up to 25%.

For Kernel-Make workload, it involves reading source files
from file system and writing object files to the file system.
There are more than 60000 source files in the linux kernel
source tree, both input and output can benefit from the fast
AFPT index scheme.

F. Sensitivity to File Size
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Fig. 10: Sensitivity to file size when PMFS and NOVA
accessing file with standard index scheme and the proposed
AFPT scheme.

Figure 10 shows the performance comparison when PMFS
and NOVA accessing different size of files with the standard
index scheme and the proposed AFPT index scheme. The
performance is measured by re-reading file contents multiple
times to ensure the file page table is setup and stored in file

inode. Both PMFS and NOVA benefit from file page table
and virtual address space. The maximal throughput of NOVA
and PMFS is 7874MB/s and 7709MB/s respectively. Since
the file page table is stored in inode after the file is accessed
for the first time. Re-reading operations can be instantly
served by the virtual address space. The AFPT scheme is
especially useful for large file.

V. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss some research work that is
closely related to ours.

In-Memory File System Design. There are a num-
ber of in-memory file systems aiming at exploiting byte-
addressability of NVM, such as BPFS [17], SCMFS [20],
SIMFS [15], PMFS [14], HiNFS [19], NOVA [16], PRAMF-
S [22] and EXT4-DAX [32], [33]. These file systems are
designed to address the following two concerns in NVM-
based system. First, to avoid traditional software stack over-
head by directly copying contents to and from file system
without involving page cache. Second, to provide a strong
consistency mechanism in order to protect file system from
corruption caused by power failure or system crash.

BPFS utilizes shadow paging and atomic updates to pro-
vide consistency for update operations. PMFS and NOVA
provide new mechanisms for metadata and data consistency,
such as light-weight journal and log-structured design. D-
WARM [21] aims to optimize wear-leveling for in-memory
file systems. SCMFS and SIMFS utilizes virtual address
space and MMU for file operations. But SIMFS fails to
consider the overhead of building file page table for small
files may lead to performance degradation in some cases.

In conclusion, state-of-the-art in-memory file systems
mainly focus on providing a new architecture for emerging
NVM and a set of accompanying consistency mechanisms to
achieve consistency. They fail to consider the performance
optimization for specific workloads. Our proposed Adaptive
File Page Table strategy can be seamlessly applied to any in-
memory file system with moderate modification to the file
system source code, since most of the in-memory file systems
use 4KB blocks as file index. It is straightforward to build
file page table using the same pages in the existing index
structure.

Optimization Strategies for File Systems. Since NVM
has large write performance gap compared with DRAM [34],
many optimization strategies have been proposed to mitigate
the asymmetric read-write performance of NVM [35]–[42].
The essential idea is to hide long write latency to NVM
in the critical path, in order to avoid system performance
degradation.

PTree [18] utilizes page table to provide fast path name
resolution. PTree organizes the metadata of file systems with
page table to exploit the fast random access of NVM, it
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significantly increases the efficiency and scalability of name
resolution. HiNFS [19] proposes an NVM-ware write buffer
policy to cache lazy-persistent file writes in DRAM to elim-
inate the long write latency for NVM accesses. SwapX [43]
proposes to map address space of hosts directly to NVM pool
so that it can improve energy efficiency and performance of
swap operations.

Most of the existing optimization techniques aim to im-
prove write performance of in-memory file systems. And
page table and virtual address space concept have been
widely adopted in optimizing swap and metadata operations.
Our proposed AFPT scheme can be integrated with other
strategies to achieve excellent performance for in-memory
file systems.

VI. CONCLUSION

The development of NVM-aware file systems results in
many novel architecture innovation and new approaches for
consistency. However, few effort is devoted to optimize read
performance of in-memory file systems. In this paper, we
reveal the challenges of state-of-the-art file index structure,
that is, file page table and virtual address space concept is not
efficiently utilized by in-memory file systems. This finding
motivates the design of a new index scheme, called Adaptive
File Page Table (AFPT), that achieves excellent read per-
formance for variety of access patterns. AFPT dynamically
determines whether to use software search or MMU for
file accesses. We implement AFPT scheme in PMFS and
NOVA, the experimental results show that AFPT can improve
performance by up to 55.62%.
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